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GROWING ABOVE THE CITY

Application of Open-source Urban Agriculture System
to Different Boroughs In NYC

Jiyoon bae

Abstract
The metropolitan area we live in faces the environmental as well as social issues
such as air pollution, high density, or broken work-life balance, which cause our
unhealthy lifestyle. New York City is one of the representative areas where faces
social and environmental problems. At the same time, many of the social movements
are uprising to overcome those issues. Urban agriculture is part of these movements
to restore their healthy life, resisting against food discrimination, or educating the
public about health and environmental significance.
According to official reports, the number of urban farms reaches 550 through the
entire city. However, this figure shows a massive gap between borough by borough,
especially Queens and Brooklyn. Therefore, the first step of the research focuses on
identifying the background behind this quantitative difference. By investigating the
two neighborhoods in each borough, Williamsburg and Greenpoint in Brooklyn and
Sunnyside and Woodside in Queens, this thesis speculates that the social and cultural
differences impact on this quantitative gap of community gardens. The variables
which influence the basic framework of urban agriculture system are demographic
differences, eating habits, and accessibility to open spaces and fresh foods.
This work also aims to design the urban agriculture system using affordable and
accessible materials as a guideline of urban farming. .This system expects to allow
the public to build this system themselves by following the guideline and test how this
prototyped urban agriculture system function as a communal space at the different
conditions of sites.
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1. Introduction
As the cities have been urbanized, the metropolitan areas we live in have faced the environmental as well as social
issues such as high population density, growing vacancy rate, or lack of green spaces. This issues significantly affect our
healthy life and creates many of by-products including food discrimination or low health-related quality of life. New York City,
for instance, where is representative developed urban area shows these environmental and social issues. Government, nonprofit organizations, or private groups in New York City have led the social movement to break through these urban issues.
Urban agriculture is one of the noteworthy movement. Therefore, this thesis aims not only to understand the current situation
of urban agriculture in boroughs in New York City, especially Brooklyn and Queens but also design the urban agriculture
system which is adaptable to different surrounding conditions. The primary purpose of application of the urban agriculture
system to the different areas is that it is one efficient way to test the performance to see how the system works differently
depending on the different social or cultural conditions.

2. Background
2.1 Situation
According to the annual report from Grow NYC which non-profit organization leading farmers market and community
gardening in New York City, the number of community gardens in the entire city reached more than one hundred in 2018.1
Furthermore, the figure of urban gardens including community gardens, commercial farms, and private gardens in the entire
city is going beyond more than five hundred in 2019.2 Zoning code by New York City Department of City Planning allows
agricultural uses in all residential districts, the vast majority of commercial districts, and all manufacturing districts. The only
restricted area by zoning is within C7 districts, which are arranged for amusement parks. The agricultural uses are including
personal gardening, community gardening, commercial farming, indoor farming such as hydroponics and aquaponics, or
rooftop greenhouses.3
Even though the urban farms in New York City seem to be evenly distributed through the entire city based on the
governmental report, there is an extreme gap between Queens and Brooklyn regarding the number of community gardens
and farmers market places (see Figure 1).

Figure 1. The distribution of community garden and farmers market areas in Queens and Brooklyn (Source: Data from ARC GIS)
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2. 2 Question
The basic research starts from looking at the distribution of urban agriculture infrastructures by comparing Brooklyn
and Queens. Specifically, West Queens, including Sunnyside and Woodside, has only a few community gardens and urban
farms. Meanwhile, it is easy to see the urban farms in Brooklyn, especially, Greenpoint and Williamsburg. This unbalanced
figure stimulates this thesis to come up with several questions which are following.
•

why neighborhoods in Queens have less community garden then Brooklyn areas?

•

Which urban contexts such as social and cultural aspects have influenced to create this condition?

•

How people in different urban conditions takes advantage of the community garden differently?

The early step of research aims to identify the issues behind the first question, ‘why neighborhoods in Queens have
less community garden then Brooklyn areas?’ Before the research using reliable data, the speculative problems help to
navigate the research process by repeating the self-evaluation. Besides, here are speculative problems behind the question
mentioned above.
Speculations: Less open spaces or parks / Very few empty plots / Lack of people’s interest in urban farming or healthy life

3. Research Methodology and Knowledge
the basic research in the thesis conducts this following sequence. Speculative problems - Site visit - reflecting on the speculative
problems - Quantitative research - Identifying the problems.

3.1 Site Vist
As a beginning part of the research, the site visit, conducted from Mar 1st, 2019 to Mar 4th, 2019, focuses on the
purposes. First, looking at what is actually going on the community gardens in Brooklyn. Second, visiting Sunnyside and
Woodside in Queens to identify the reason that there are less urban farms than Brooklyn. Moreover, visiting a commercial
farm and interviewing with people in both Borough gave benefits to understand the overall situation of urban agriculture in both
areas (see Appendix A).
In Brooklyn, there are several affinities among urban farms. First, it is accessible for the public to many of community
gardens located in empty plots between the residential buildings. Second, most of the gardens are being managed by Green
Thumb NYC as public properties. Furthermore, most farms are community-based non-profit urban agriculture. Lastly, they
are operating garden from spring to fall. Thus, they are closed during the winter season (see Figure 2). However, during the
growing season, a variety of events are happening on site. Green space on 4th located in 207 4th Ave, Brooklyn, for instance,
the farmers are organizing many agriculture as well as cultural events themselves such as rainwater harvesting, compost
program, flea market or weekly meeting (see Figure 3).4

Figure 2. Community Gardens in Brooklyn in Winter (Source: Credit by Author)
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Figure 3. Community Gardens in Brooklyn in Summer (Source: Green Space on 4th)

Otherwise, West Queens area does not have enough community gardens, which made speculative reasons, less
open space or empty plots, and lack of interest in urban agriculture. Thus, this visit focused on identifying the actual reasons
that affect this situation. Unexpectedly, there are plenty of empty plots along with residential buildings and small private
gardens which belong to private properties (see Figure 4). The farmers market that is only one location in the west queens,
42nd St & Skillman Avenue, Sunnyside, is isolated from the main streets. Therefore, the floating population was somewhat
low, which made them close early than usual schedule (see Figure 5). Interviewing with some people in this area was helpful
to see their general interest in Urban agriculture or farmers market (see Appendix B). The community gardens in Brooklyn
seem to need improvement by making it year-around system or enhancing communities.

Figure 4. Empty Plots and Private Gardens in Sunnyside, Queens (Source: Credit by Author)

Green Market
42nd St & Skillman Avenue,
Sunnyside

Figure 5. Farmers Market in Sunnyside, Queens (Source: Credit by Author)

Unlike the speculation, there are plenty of open spaces along with the Metro 7 elevated train rail. This triangular
-shaped parks for which utilize the small and irregular-shaped plots are adjacent to the metro stations. This research visited
four open spaces (see Figure 6). 1; Lance Corporal Thomas P Noonan Playground, 2; John Vincent Daniels Jr. Square, 3;
Charles Steinmann Square, 4; Woodside Plaza. Except for the Lance Corporal Thomas P Noonan Playground (Labelled 1
in Figure 6) where is being used for playground, another three parks do not have specific program or function, even though
these locations have great accessibility. In Queens, this thesis will focus on promoting urban agriculture to people by utilizing
accessible open spaces.
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Figure 6. Triangle Parks along with Metro 7 Line in Sunnyside and Woodside, Queens (Source: Credit by Author)

3.2 Quantitative Research
Based on the finding learned from the site visit, the thesis investigated the demographic and health-related statistical
data primarily referencing the governmental reports including annual health reports by NYC Department of Health and New York
City Food Policy Center (See Table 1). 5,6,7,8 The main objective of this research is to perceive not only the overall demographic
Table 1. Comparative health-related data of Queens and Brooklyn (Source: NYC Department of Health)
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difference between Queens and Brooklyn but also their health-related life quality rather than draw the research outcome
out of the data. Moreover, by comparing the number of community gardens and annual average incomes in Queens and
Brooklyn, these two factors do not have a mutual relationship with each others (see Figure 7). The thesis takes advantage of
this research to formulate the design framework regarding the different characteristic or function depending on the social or
cultural condition of the selected site.

Figure 7. Coverage of Each Community Garden and Average Annual Income in Queens and Brooklyn (Source: Data from ARC GIS)

3.3 Growable Vegetables
USDA, United States Department of Agriculture, notes in that New York City belongs to zone 7a of where the average
annual extreme temperature (F) is 0 to 5 among the range of plant hardiness zone (see Appendix C).9 USDA provides the
planting guide in which addresses the growable vegetables from this area.10 The harvest calendar based on the guideline
from USDA is scheduled by the growing season of each vegetable. The growable vegetables are divided into two groups.
One is the vegetables that need to be sowed seeds in indoor farm and transplanted to outdoor in order to avoid the freezing.
The other group can be sowed seeds directly in the outdoor garden (see Figure 8). This classification is one main criterion for
designing urban agriculture components.

Figure 8. Harvest Calendar Based on Growable Vegetables (Source: USDA)
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4. Position
4.1 Framework
The thesis studies the urban agriculture system by examining the prototyped system which applied to different sites. The
selected sites are 1; John Vincent Jr. Park, 43rd Ave, Sunnyside, 2; Steinmann Triangle, 55th St and Skillman Ave, Woodside,
A; 61 Franklin St, Greenpoint, and 310 Berry St, Williamsburg (see Figure 9). These sites are selected by the criteria based
on previous observation and research. First, the urban agriculture sites in Queens have great accessibility in order to play a
role as a pivotal farm. Otherwise, the selected sites in Brooklyn are existing community gardens, which need well-organized
maintenance and system. Second, the sites in Queens are supposed to have accompanying surrounding public facilities
such as school, community center, grocery store or library that amplifies the social and cultural intervention with urban farms.

Figure 9. Two Selected Site in Each Borough, Queens and Brooklyn (Source: Credit by Author)

Moreover, the farms in Queens intend to promote and educate healthy eating as well as benefits of urban agriculture to the
public by designing pavilion-like public structure to draw people. Due to the soil safety issue, Green Thumb New York City
depart of Park suggests using the plant bed which is separated from the ground (see Appendix D).11 The newly designed
urban agriculture system responds to this guideline. Lastly, both area shows the same agricultural concepts functioning as a
year-round farm, using affordable materials, rainwater collection system, and compost program.
Table 2. Site Selection Criteria
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Urban agriculture is a complicated urban context that is comprised of not only agricultural components but also
cultural, social, and educational programs. Thus, this thesis creates the framework of which referenced and modified the
precedent, Five Borough Farm by Design Trust for Public Space.12 This metrics framework provides the essential programs
that apply to each site and potential health, social, and environmental benefits that are engendered from urban agriculture
(see Table 3). This framework is a basic setting for designing each urban agriculture components and differentiating the urban
farm in each borough.
Table 3. Basic Setting of Metrics Framework (Source: Design Trust for Public)
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Harvesting
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System
Education

Land
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Cooking
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310 Berry St, Williamsburg
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55st St & Skillman Ave, Woodside

Potential Benefits
Health
Access to healthy foods
Healthy eating
Physical activity

Social
Youth development and education
Educate public
Enhance public safety
Food Security

Environmental
Awareness of food system
Water management
Soil Improvement

4.2 Precedents
The thesis aims to design the prototyped open-source urban agriculture system using affordable and accessible materials so that people create their own urban farms. Therefore, the research looks several urban agriculture precedents that
are adapting prototyped unit system (see Appendix E). MoMA P.F.1 at P.S.1 designed by WORKac, for instance, is a reference
as which this thesis takes (see Figure 10).13 This urban agriculture project starts from the prototyped plant pot unit make out
of Sonotube. This project gives the inspirations of the way to utilize affordable materials and create the assembly system.

Figure 10. MoMA P.F.1 at P.S.1 (Source: WORKac)
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5. Design Parameters
5.1 Urban Agriculture Components
This urban agriculture system is composed of several prototyped components that can be assembled with each other.
Each element including plant pot, greenhouse, rainwater collection, column, multi-purpose space, and banner designed for
different functions (see Figure 11). All of these components are made out of affordable materials such as Sonotube, PVC pipe,
and plywood, which allows people to assemble and customize the urban farm themselves following the assemblage guideline.
Plant pot, for example, this prototyped unit is designed and revised the basic plant pot unit of MoMA P.F.1 to be more efficient
by studying material, planting method, required the depth of soil and compost, or required distance between vegetables
(see Appendix F). Other components are newly designed to facilitate the year-around agriculture, cultural and educational
programs.
Urban agriculture components

PVC Pipe for Irrigation
36” Sonotube

Funnel

Prefabricated Pot
7/8” x 5-1/2” Bolt
4” Compost

36” Sonotube Column

Spiral Staircase

Hydroponic System

15” Soil
PVC Pipe for Drainage
plywood Deck

Water Tank

GReenhouse

PLANT POT

Plant Pot

rain water collection

PVC Pipe

Shelves

Clip
Pantry
36” Sonotube Colum

Binocular

Street Furniture
Meeting Space

Column

Multi-purpose space

banner

Figure 11. Urban Agriculture Components of Growing Above the City (Source: Credit by Author)

These six essential components satisfy the programs this thesis set up (see Figure 12). Plant pot, Greenhouse,
and Rainwater collection are the main components for agriculture. The column, also made out of Sonotube, is the structural
component that supports the loads from hanging plant pots. This component also works as recreational purposes such as street
furniture or Binocular, or swing. Moreover, multi-purpose space is flexible space where the function is changing depending
on the situations functioning as an educational facility, meeting space, or storage. Lastly, the banner, which is assembled
with plant pots, column, and signage, is designed for letting the public know the ongoing events or announcements as a
communication tool. Furthermore, these components allow the farm to be operated year-around by responding to growable
vegetables in these environmental conditions (see Figure 13).
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Program and components

hydroponic
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Cooking
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Tour
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Restaurant
Sales

Value-added
Product

sign
&
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Figure 12. Programs and Urban Agriculture Components (Source: Credit by Author)

Harvest calendar

Growing Season
Transplant
Sow Seeds Indoor

Dec
Nov
Oct
Sep
Aug
Jul
Jun
May
Apr
Mar
Feb
Jan

Bean

Broccoli

Brussel Sprout

Cabbage

Cantaloupe

Carrot

Cauliflower

Chard

Collard Green

Corn

Cucumber

Eggplant

Zucchini

plant pot

Kale

Lettuce

Onion

Pepper

Potato

Spinach

Tomato

Outdoor Farm
Transplanting, Direct Sowing Seeds Outdoor and Harvesting

Indoor Farm
Sowing Seeds Indoor

rain water collection

Kohlrabi

GReenhouse

Multi-purpose

banner

Figure 13. The Components that Respond to Growable Vegetable Study (Source: Credit by Author)
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Column

Watermelon

5.2 Application of the System
The farms in each borough work differently regarding the way to develope the system and organize annual schedule.
This thesis set up the annual schedule to see how the farm performs as a communal or public space in each area (see
Appendix G).
The urban farm in Queens intends to not only draw people and educate about health and urban agriculture. This
prototyped urban agriculture system could be customized by people who interested. This farm works as a pivotal space in the
neighborhood for the public to start their own gardening. In Queens, the farm is developing following the gradual phases (see
Figure 14). The first phase starts with key components such as Multi-purpose indoor space and several plant pots installed
by urban farmers themselves. The first step mainly focuses on promoting the urban farm and gathering the farmers. Once
the basic framework is settled down, preparation for the farming begins in earnest. The secondary components including
hydroponics greenhouse, rain collection system are added to facilitate the year-around farming system. Subsequently, the
farm starts to morph horizontally as well as vertically with showing the pavilion like design which performs as a public space.
Also, greenhouses and plant pots are added as more farmers join the urban farm community. Lastly, the final step is the
moment when the farm does not expand anymore. This phase has a stable urban agriculture system and starts to prepare the
expansion into other plots in the neighborhood. This completed farm serves public a variety of public events, farmers market,
flea market, educational or cultural programs.

1st Year
1st Year

2nd 2nd
Year
Year

3rd Year
3rd Year

4th Year
4th Year

Figure 14. Gradual Development of the Urban Agriculture System in Queens (Source: Credit by Author)

Otherwise, the community farm in Brooklyn works differently, which has temporary and flexible traits comparing with
the farm in Queens. The farm shows the seasonal change following the demand of the community or harvest season. In
spring, farmers start to saw seeds indoor hydroponic greenhouse as well as ground directly following the planting guideline.
During the growing season, summer, farmers transplant most of the vegetables and replace the greenhouse components
into entertaining elements. The community starts to disassemble some parts of the system once harvest the vegetation
in fall. Also, they organize seasonal events. In winter, most of the components are disassembled and leave the essential
components for indoor farming. The seasonal cultural events are still going in winter.

Spring

Summer

Fall

Figure 15. Seasonal Change of the the Urban Agriculture System in Brooklyn (Source: Credit by Author)
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Winter

Framework and evaluation chart
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Health
Access to healthy foods
Healthy eating
Physical activity

Social
Youth development and education
Educate public
Enhance public safety
Food security
Promote public

Environmental
Air Purifying
Water management
Soil Improvement
Recycling the Material

Figure 16. Evaluation Chart for Farms in Queens (Source: Credit by Author)

The thesis evaluates the urban agriculture system by applying to different locations, Queens and Brooklyn, where
has different cultural and social aspects. Each site requires the programs and components based on their demands. Therefore,
the following potential benefits vary by the surrounding environment. The adapted components that respond to the programs
produce health, social, and environmental benefits.
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Framework and evaluation chart
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Figure 17. Evaluation Chart for Farms in Brooklyn (Source: Credit by Author)

For example, the multipurpose space in Queens brings a variety of educational opportunity interrelated with
surrounding urban context such as school or library (see Figure 16). On the other hand, the urban farms in Brooklyn weigh
more in the cultural program than others (see Figure 17). The following drawings in this chapter show the design proposal of
the urban agriculture system in each selected sites.
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Figure 18. 43rd Ave, Sunnyside, Queen, NY (Source: Credit by Author)
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Figure 19. 55th St and Skillman Ave, Woodside, Queens, NY (Source: Credit by Author)
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Figure 20. 43rd Ave, Sunnyside, Queen, NY (Source: Credit by Author)
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Figure 21. 55th St and Skillman Ave, Woodside, Queens, NY (Source: Credit by Author)
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Figure 22. 310 Berry St, Williamsburg ,Brooklyn, NY (Source: Credit by Author)
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Figure 23. 61 Franklin St, Greenpoint, Brooklyn, NY (Source: Credit by Author)
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Figure 24. 310 Berry St, Williamsburg ,Brooklyn, NY (Source: Credit by Author)
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Figure 25. 61 Franklin St, Greenpoint, Brooklyn, NY (Source: Credit by Author)
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6. Discussion
There were few challenges for the research as well as an evaluation process. First of all, interviewing as one of the
research methodologies has purposed to understand the public opinion about urban agriculture and life quality (see Appendix
B). However, the interview frame was not well organized, which caused the insufficient research outcome for building a
reasonable argument. Moreover, this thesis utilized an existing prototyped urban agriculture system and aimed to make
the precedent more practical system. Even though the research that studied the comparison of the efficiency, the research
is somewhat primitive to see actual differences (see Appendix F). Lastly, the original purpose of the system is to provide
the urban agriculture guideline as an open-source. This thesis requires future work regarding the way to make the system
accessible to the public.
Despite the fact that the thesis has a few challenges, this work has achievement. It was successful in the initial research
framework that developing the research by reflecting and self-evaluating the previous research outcomes. Besides, studying
the topic-related precedents and borrowing the basic concept, was great opportunities to think as an architect how can
designers deal with precedents and make these their own ideas. In the case of this thesis, this thesis more paid attention to
modifying and developing the temporary and conceptual design project that has not been tested as a practical system rather
than invent a completely new system. This work attempts the different design approach with the usual process that selecting a
specific site and designing in order to fit into it. However, the thesis designed the prototyped system which flexible for various
urban conditions and applied to specific locations to observe how the system works differently depending on the people who
are using it.

7. Conclusion and Future Research
This thesis requires future work, which primarily focus on making the physical system more practical regarding
the material choice, the way to assemble, or overall buget for construction, which makes this system differentiate with the
precedent this research took. Furthermore, it is neccessery for the theis to design the way to provide the system for public as
an open-sourse urban agriculture system.
To sum up, the thesis designed the prototyped urban agriculture system and examined the performance by applying
the system to different borough in New York City where has different social and cultural conditions. Specifically, Queens and
Brooklyn are the melting pot which a variety of cultures are mingling together. Thus, the research focused on scrutinizing the
current situations of urban agriculture environment and differences in social and cultural demand in both locations to identify
the problems. The design proposal intended to mitigate these issues on which our urban enviroment has faced. The design
outcome is to show how the architectural system works or melted down differently based on existing urban condition. The
environmental or social issues in our living area are inevitable. The position as an architect, the different approach for design
creates the opportunities that handle these issues.
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Appendices
Appendix A. Visiting Commercial Farm in Brooklyn, Gotham Green (Source: Credit by Author).

As a part of the site visit, Gotham Green located at the top of Whole Foods Market was a significant precedent that shows
how urban farm can provoke the economy by saving the transportation cost from the farms or facilities located at the suburb
area. However, product prices are not as affordable as other products.
Appendix B. Interview with people in Sunnyside (Mar 2, 2019).
Q: What’s going on this garden(Private garden) during summer?
A: Just nothing. Guessing, property management takes responsibility to manage it.
Q: What if, you can use this space as a community garden?...for farming veggies or something?
A: Never thought about that…But, sounds intriguing.
Q: Is this veggies from your farm?
A: Yes, my farm is around 1 hour away from NYC.
Q: Are you leaving?
A: Yes.
Q: Are you normally leaving this time?
A: Not really, but usually get it done early in Winter. Not many people visit (Winter)
Appendix C. USDA Plant Hardiness Zone Map (Source: USDA).

Appendix D. Raised Plant Bed Design (Source: GreenThumb NYC).

GreenThumb NYC that provides the source public for urban agriculture suggests people to use raised plant bed for community
farming due to the soil safety issue.
Appendix E. Precedents

GrowMore
S.Lindholm and M. Husum

Edible Schoolyard
WORKac

Harvesting Station
Conceptual Device

Appendix F. Required Minimum Depth of Soil and Compost, Required Distance, and Comparative Capacity
(Source: The National Gardening Association).

Appendix G. Annual Schedule for Farms in each Borough (Soruce: Credit by Author)

Annual Schedule of Farms in Queens

Annual Schedule of Farms in Brooklyn
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